
           

                            SOCIAL SCIENCE ASSIGNMENT 2016-17 

CLASS -VI 

1 Who  were  Bhikkhus ? 

2. Name  the  two  Branches  of   Buddhism. 

3. To which clan did  Mahavira  belong ? 

4. Describe  the  concept  of Kaarma . 

5. Mention  the two  branches  of  Jainism and  Buddhism. 

6. What  were  the main  issues that  thinkers  were  concerned  with  ? 

7. Describe  the  main  doctrines of  Jainism. 

8. Write short  notes on:- a) Ahimsa , b) The  4 noble truth, c) Three  Ratanas. 

9 Explain  the  term “conservation “. 

10 How  do  seasons  influence  human  life ? 

11 What  is the  importance of  forests  and wildlife ? 

12. What  are  the  types  of  seasons  ? 

13. Distinguish between:_-a)   Weather  and  Climate . b) Summer  and  Winter Season. 

14 Name the two  important  literary  sources  of  the  Mauryan  empire. 

15 Who  were  Dhamma  Mahamantras ? 

16 Which  war changed  Ashoka  and why? 

17 Give the  importance  of the  lion capital. 

18 What do you  under stand  by  the  term  “Flora” and  “Fauna “. 

19 Where  are   tropical  evergreen  forests  found   in  India.? 

20 Describe  Chandra gupta  as the founder  of  the Mauryan  Empire. 

21 How  did  Ashoka  become   a  Messenger   of  Peace ? 

22 How  did  the  Mauryan  empire  Decline ? 

23 What were  the  uses  of  Iron ? 

24 What  was  Ashoka”s   Dhamma ?How  was  it  propagated ? 

25 What  are  western  disturbances ?  How  do  they  affect  the  climate  of  India  ? 

26 Explain  why  the two literary  sources  are   important ? 

26 Describe  art  and  architecture  under  the  Mauryas ? 

27 Where is  Arikmedu  located ? 

28 What  was  the  iron  ploughshare  used  for ? 

29 Name  two  trading  towns. 

30 What  was  the  Mathura  School   of  Art  famous  for ? 

31 Describe  Shrenis. 

32 What were  the   Functions  of  towns. 

33 How was  increase  in  agricultural  production  possible ? 

34 Mention  some  of the  steps  taken  by  the  rulers  to  increase  agricultural 
production? 

35 Give  the importance  of  Mathura. 

36 Describe  the  categories  of  people  living  in  the  villages. 

37 Name  the  capital  of Cholas. 



           

38 Where  did  the  Pandyas  rule. 

39 With   whom  did   the  Roman  Empire  trade  with  ? 

40 Who were  the  greatest  Kushana  ruler  ? 

4
41 

Who were  the  Satavahanas? 

4
42 

What  was  the  siginificance   of the  Silk  Route? 

4
43 

Give  the  importance   of the  Chola   Kingdom ? 

4
44 

Describe  Mahayana  Buddhism. 

4
45 

Briefly  describe  the  concept  of  Bhakti. 

4
46 

How  did   Buddhism  spread   from  India  to   other  countries? 

4
47 

Who  was  the  founder   of  the  Gupta  empire ? 

4
48 

Who  was  the  most  important   king  of the  Pallavas ? 

4
49 

What  was  the  revenue  collected   from  the  land  used  for ? 

5
50 

What  led  to  the  decline  of  Pallavas? 

5
51 

Write   a  Short  note   on  Samudragupta  ? 

5
52 

Discuss   the  new  kind  of  Army  . 

5
53 

Give  an  account  of Chandra gupta   Vikramaditya. 

5
54 

What  is the  Panchatantra ? 

5
55 

Where   was  the  chief  deity  placed ? 

5
56 

How  were  the  colours  created   for  painting the  Ajanta Caves ? 

5
57 

What  are  the  Puranas ? 

58 Define  Sangam   Literature. 

59 Give  an account   of  Buddhist  and  Jain text. 

60 Where  did  the  funds  for  the  construction of  Stupas come  from ? 

61 What is  an  FIR ? 

62 How  is  an  FIR  made? 

63 Who  is  a   Tehisldar  ? 

64 What  are  the  functions   of  a   Patwari ? 

65 What  are  the  duties  of  a   Tehsildar. 

66 How has  Hindu  Succession Amendment Act ,2005 ,benefited  women? 



           

  

 

 

67 What  are  the  members  of  the  municipal council called ? 

68 Which city did  the  plague strike  in 1994 in  India ? 

69 What are the  functions  of  a  Municipal Corporation ? 

70 What  does   Quarantine  mean ? 

71 Who can  stand  for  elections  to the Municipality ? 

72 What  are WHO’s guide lines  to check  rat menace ? 

73 What is  Seasonal  unemployment ? 

74 Why  do  landlords  employ  casual  labour ? 

75 Why  is there  rural  indebtedness ? 

76 Why do women  take  fish  to towns for  sale ? 

77 What  are  the  difficulties  faced  by  rural  landless  farmers ? 

78 Describe in brief the  terrace  farming in  Nagaland. 

79 What  is  Provident  Fund ? 

80 Who  were  venders ? 

81 How can  we  help street vendors? 

82 What  are the  functions  of a  Marketing  Manager ? 

83 Give  important  facilities  given  to  permanent  workers. 

84 Which  is  the  deepest  point  on the surface  of  the  earth ? 

85 Name  the  process of  condensation  of water  vaour  in  air. 

86 What did  you  under stand by  lithosphere? 

87 Explain the structure  of the  atmosphere. 

88 Briefly  describe  the  Water  cycle. 

89 What do you mean  by  Atmospheric pressure. 

90 Distinguish  between :__----- 

91 A Mountain  and  a  Plain. 

92 Describe  plateaus. 

93 What  are  benefits of  plain.? 

94 What  are benefits  of  mountains? 

95 What is  standard  time ? 

96 What  are  coastal plains ? 

97 Write  a  Short  note  on the  Northern  mountains . 

98 What  is  Climate ? 

99 What  is  Wild life ? 

100 What  are  the  physiographic  divisions  of  India ? 
What  do you understand  by  Islands ? 


